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Medical Genetics Medical Genetics is the application is the application 
of genetics to medical practiceof genetics to medical practice..

Medical GeneticsMedical Genetics

Genetic diseases Genetic diseases are the diseases are the diseases 
which are due to altered genetic which are due to altered genetic 
materials (genes or chromosomes).materials (genes or chromosomes).



Medical Genetics: Medical Genetics: HybridHybrid

 Clinical genetics is a hybrid of clinical medicine with 
genetics. 

 Biochemical genetics is a hybrid of biochemistry, 
mainly of amino acids and proteins, with genetics. 

 Molecular genetics is a hybrid of the biochemistry of 
DNA and RNA with genetics. 

 Cytogenetics is a hybrid of cytology and genetics; it 
involves the study of chromosomes under the 
microscope. 
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1909, Johannson 1909, Johannson ———— genegene

1957, Benzer 1957, Benzer ———— cistroncistron

1977, Sanger 1977, Sanger ———— overlapping geneoverlapping gene

1978, Gilbert 1978, Gilbert ———— split genesplit gene
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A Brief History of GeneticsA Brief History of Genetics

1900, Landsteiner K 1900, Landsteiner K ———— ABOABO
1924, Bernstein F 1924, Bernstein F ———— multiple allelesmultiple alleles

1908, Hardy1908, Hardy--Weinberg lawWeinberg law
1909, Nilsson1909, Nilsson--EhleEhle H H ———— multifactorial inheritancemultifactorial inheritance

1902, Garrod AE 1902, Garrod AE ———— inborn errors of metabolisminborn errors of metabolism



1941, Beadle GW & Tatum EL                   1941, Beadle GW & Tatum EL                   

Biochemical GeneticsBiochemical Genetics

1949, Pauling L                   1949, Pauling L                   

1956, Ingram VM 1956, Ingram VM ———— 6Glu6GluValVal

———— the One Gene the One Gene -- One Enzyme TheoryOne Enzyme Theory

———— sickle cell disease; sickle cell disease; molecular diseasemolecular disease



1910, Morgan TH 1910, Morgan TH ———— Theory of GeneTheory of Gene (1926)(1926)

CytogeneticsCytogenetics

1923, Painter TS 1923, Painter TS ———— 2n = 48; XX, XY2n = 48; XX, XY

1956, Tjio JH 1956, Tjio JH ———— 2n = 462n = 46

1959, Lejune J 1959, Lejune J ———— DownDown’’s (s (＋＋21)21)

Ford CE Ford CE ———— Turner (XO)Turner (XO)
Jacob PA Jacob PA ———— Klinefelter (XXY)Klinefelter (XXY)



1969, Pardue ML —— in site hybridization, ISH

CytogeneticsCytogenetics

1971, Seabright M —— G band
1975, Yunis JJ —— Microcytogenetics

1986, Penkel D —— FISH

1960, 1960, Denver systemDenver system

1961, Lyon M 1961, Lyon M ———— Lyon hypothesisLyon hypothesis

1970, Caspersson T —— banding pattern



MitosisMitosis

A single division of a cell, which results in two A single division of a cell, which results in two 
daughter cells that are genetically daughter cells that are genetically identicalidentical to to 
one another one another andand to their mother cell. Regardless to their mother cell. Regardless 
of their chromosome number, all kinds of of their chromosome number, all kinds of 
eukaryotic cells can undergo mitosis. eukaryotic cells can undergo mitosis. 



Somatic Cells Divide by MitosisSomatic Cells Divide by Mitosis



MeiosisMeiosis

 Two consecutive divisions of a particular cell type, 
which results in four daughter cells that have half of the 
chromosome number of their mother cell. The 
daughter cells are thus genetically different from the 
mother cell, and due to independent, random 
assortment of chromosomes and crossing over, they are 
genetically different from one another as well. 

 The first division is called the reduction division, 
since this is the one during which chromosome number 
in the cells is reduced. 



Germ Cells Are Formed by MeiosisGerm Cells Are Formed by Meiosis



ChromosomeChromosome



KaryogramKaryogram of the human chromosomesof the human chromosomes



Chromosomal Theory of InheritanceChromosomal Theory of Inheritance

 Sex Chromosomes and Sex Chromosomes and AutosomesAutosomes

 Genes Direct Protein ExpressionGenes Direct Protein Expression



1961, Jacob F & Monod J —— lactose operon
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1953, Watson JD & Crick FHC 
—— DNA double helix structure

1944, Avery OT, et al 1944, Avery OT, et al ———— DNADNA

1967 ,Holley RW, et al 1967 ,Holley RW, et al ———— genetic codegenetic code

1968, Arber W, et al —— restriction endonucleases

1970, Baltimore D, et al —— reverse transcriptase



1977, Sanger F 1977, Sanger F ———— dideoxy sequencingdideoxy sequencing

1985, Mullis K 1985, Mullis K ———— polymerase chain reactionpolymerase chain reaction
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Molecular GeneticsMolecular Genetics

1953, Watson JD & Crick FHC 
—— DNA double helix structure

1944, Avery OT, et al 1944, Avery OT, et al ———— DNADNA



XX--ray diffraction photograph of the ray diffraction photograph of the 
DNA double helixDNA double helix



Solving the Structure of DNASolving the Structure of DNA

 Photo AnalysisPhoto Analysis
 ““XX”” pattern characteristic pattern characteristic 

of helixof helix
 Diamond shapes indicate Diamond shapes indicate 

long, extended moleculeslong, extended molecules
 Smear spacing reveals Smear spacing reveals 

distance between repeating distance between repeating 
structuresstructures

 Missing smears indicate Missing smears indicate 
interference from second interference from second 
helixhelix

The x-ray diffraction image that allowed 
Watson and Crick to solve the structure 
of DNAwww.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/photo51
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The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 1965The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 1965

"for their discoveries concerning genetic control of "for their discoveries concerning genetic control of 
enzyme and virus synthesisenzyme and virus synthesis““--Lactose Lactose operonoperon

Jacob F Monod J



The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 1968The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 1968

"for their interpretation of the genetic code and "for their interpretation of the genetic code and 
its function in protein synthesis"its function in protein synthesis"

Holley RWHolley RW KhoranaKhorana HGHG NirenbergNirenberg MWMW



The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 1978The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 1978

Arber WArber W Nathans DNathans D Smith HSmith H

"for the discovery of restriction enzymes and their "for the discovery of restriction enzymes and their 
application to problems of molecular genetics"application to problems of molecular genetics"



The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 1975The Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine 1975

Baltimore DBaltimore D Temin HM Temin HM 

"for their discoveries concerning the interaction between "for their discoveries concerning the interaction between 
tumour viruses and the genetic material of the cell"tumour viruses and the genetic material of the cell"



The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1980The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1980

Sanger FSanger F

"for their contributions concerning the deter"for their contributions concerning the deter--
mination of base sequences in nucleic acids"mination of base sequences in nucleic acids"



The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1993The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1993

Mullis FMullis F

"for his invention of the polymerase chain "for his invention of the polymerase chain 
reaction (PCR) method"reaction (PCR) method"



1977, Sanger F 1977, Sanger F ———— dideoxy sequencingdideoxy sequencing

1985, Mullis K 1985, Mullis K ———— polymerase chain reactionpolymerase chain reaction
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1979, Kan YW 1979, Kan YW ———— gene diagnosis (RFLP)gene diagnosis (RFLP)
1986, Woo LC 1986, Woo LC ———— gene diagnosis (ASO)gene diagnosis (ASO)

1991, Anderson WF 1991, Anderson WF ———— gene therapy (ADA)gene therapy (ADA)
1990, human genome project (HGP)1990, human genome project (HGP)



1908,  Hardy-Weinberg law

Population GeneticsPopulation Genetics

1954, Neel JV, et al —— epidemiologic genetics

Human Genome Diversity



Major Types of Genetic Diseases Major Types of Genetic Diseases 

 Monogenic DiseaseMonogenic Disease--single gene disordersingle gene disorder

 Polygenic DiseasePolygenic Disease

 Chromosome DiseaseChromosome Disease

 Somatic Cell Somatic Cell Genetic Diseases Genetic Diseases 

 Mitochondrial DisordersMitochondrial Disorders



These disorders are due to single These disorders are due to single 
mutant genes mutant genes (major gene)(major gene) with a large with a large 
effect on the patient's health and effect on the patient's health and 
inherited in inherited in Mendelian fashionMendelian fashion..

Single Gene DisorderSingle Gene Disorder



Single Gene DisorderSingle Gene Disorder
 Autosomal dominant diseases (AD)Autosomal dominant diseases (AD)

 Autosomal recessive diseases (AR) Autosomal recessive diseases (AR) 

 XX--linked dominant diseases (XD)linked dominant diseases (XD)

 XX--linked recessive diseases (XR)linked recessive diseases (XR)

 YY--linked diseaseslinked diseases



MendelianMendelian Disorders Disorders 

 Dominant Disorders Dominant Disorders 
MarfanMarfan DiseaseDisease

 Recessive Disorders Recessive Disorders 
sickle cell anemia sickle cell anemia 



Polygenic DiseasePolygenic Disease
Multifactorial disease, MF
Result from a combination of multiple 

genetic and environmental factors. Each of 
these genes may have a relatively minor 
effect (minor gene) and their effects are 
additive. 



MultifactorialMultifactorial Disorders Disorders 

 Neural Tube DefectsNeural Tube Defects



Chromosome DiseaseChromosome Disease
These diseases are due to the 

chromosomal aberration, chromosome 
numerical abnormality and chromosome 
structural aberration.



Chromosome DisordersChromosome Disorders

Down Syndrome            TurnerDown Syndrome            Turner’’s Syndromes Syndrome



Other DisordersOther Disorders

 Somatic genetic disorders: not inherited but occur after Somatic genetic disorders: not inherited but occur after 
conception. They often involve environmental and conception. They often involve environmental and 
genetic influences. genetic influences. 

 Mitochondrial disorders arise from mutations in the Mitochondrial disorders arise from mutations in the 
genetic material in mitochondria. Mitochondrial DNA genetic material in mitochondria. Mitochondrial DNA 
is transmitted only through the maternal line. is transmitted only through the maternal line. 



In the crowd, monogenic disease           3%~5%
polygenic disease      polygenic disease      15%~20%
chromosome disease             chromosome disease             1% 

2.2%2.2% mental retardationmental retardation

mmore than 1/3ore than 1/3 relate to genetic factorrelate to genetic factor

the Hazard of Genetic Diseasethe Hazard of Genetic Disease



Prenatal TestingPrenatal Testing

 All patients have the right to receive information All patients have the right to receive information 
about the genetic risk associated with a about the genetic risk associated with a 
pregnancy. This allows parents to make an pregnancy. This allows parents to make an 
informed choice about having a child with an informed choice about having a child with an 
abnormality.abnormality.

 Genetic screening is not expected to detect all Genetic screening is not expected to detect all 
genetic disorders in a given population.genetic disorders in a given population.



Cancer and Genetics Cancer and Genetics 

 Certain families have an increased risk for Certain families have an increased risk for 
specific cancers. specific cancers. 

 Many of these families have an identifiable gene Many of these families have an identifiable gene 
associated with the disorder. associated with the disorder. 

 Possession of the gene does not automatically Possession of the gene does not automatically 
mean that cancer will develop in the patient. mean that cancer will develop in the patient. 

 The expression of most genes can be altered by The expression of most genes can be altered by 
environmental factors and by other genes. environmental factors and by other genes. 



Breast Cancer GenesBreast Cancer Genes

 BRCA1, a tumorBRCA1, a tumor--suppressor gene, accounts for 5 to 10 suppressor gene, accounts for 5 to 10 
percent of all cases of breast cancer. percent of all cases of breast cancer. 

 It is It is autosomalautosomal dominant. A woman from a family dominant. A woman from a family 
prone to breast or ovarian cancer who carries certain prone to breast or ovarian cancer who carries certain 
mutations of BRCA1 has about an 80 percent chance mutations of BRCA1 has about an 80 percent chance 
that breast cancer will develop and a 40 to 60 percent that breast cancer will develop and a 40 to 60 percent 
chance of getting ovarian cancer. chance of getting ovarian cancer. 

 Members of a family with multiple cases of breast or Members of a family with multiple cases of breast or 
ovarian cancer can be tested to determine whether they ovarian cancer can be tested to determine whether they 
have a genetic alteration in BRCA1. have a genetic alteration in BRCA1. 



The Future of Medical GeneticsThe Future of Medical Genetics

Sequencing of the human genome was completedSequencing of the human genome was completed
in 2000. The completion of this task will speed thein 2000. The completion of this task will speed the
development of molecular recognition anddevelopment of molecular recognition and
treatment in medical genetics. treatment in medical genetics. 


